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Session 1: Word List
hustle v. to cause someone to move quickly by pushing them in a

rough, aggressive way
synonym : bustle, rush, haste

(1) hustle on business, (2) hustle up money

You must hustle and struggle on the court to win an
acquittal.

ethos n. the set of beliefs and attitudes that belong to a particular
community, nation, ideology, or a person

synonym : principles, ideology, philosophy

(1) ethos of science, (2) corporate ethos

Medical students need to acquire not only knowledge but also
a professional ethos of a doctor.

aspiration n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or
process of drawing breath

synonym : ambition, inhalation, intake

(1) no aspiration for fame, (2) aspiration into the lungs

He has an aspiration to become a doctor.

opportune adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or
convenient for a particular purpose

synonym : suitable, timely, practical
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(1) opportune occasion, (2) an opportune remark

The phone rang at the most opportune time.

millionaire n. a person who has material wealth that is valued at more
than a million dollars, pounds, euros, etc.

(1) millionaire capitalist, (2) become a millionaire

The Internet millionaire was captivated by the artist's
paintings.

trait n. a particular feature of your nature
synonym : attribute, feature, quality

(1) chemical trait, (2) personality traits

Multiple genes may influence behavioral traits concurrently.

carol n. a song or hymn typically sung at Christmas, often with a
joyful or celebratory theme

synonym : song, hymn, anthem

(1) Christmas carol, (2) sing a carol

I love the sound of carols playing in the background while we
decorate the Christmas tree.

dabble v. to engage in an activity in a casual or superficial way; to
dip a foot or hand briefly into a liquid

synonym : toy with, tinker with, play at

(1) dabble in a hobby, (2) dabble at French

They often dabble in new business ventures but only commit
partially.

millennial adj. relating to a period of a thousand years or the year
2000; (noun) a person born between the early 1980s
and the late 1990s, also called Generation Y

synonym : thousand, (noun) Generation Y

(1) millennial record, (2) the millennial reign

Earth's ecosystems are greatly affected by millennial-scale
changes in climate.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. corporate et__s n. the set of beliefs and attitudes that
belong to a particular community,
nation, ideology, or a person

2. mil______re capitalist n. a person who has material wealth that
is valued at more than a million dollars,
pounds, euros, etc.

3. da___e at French v. to engage in an activity in a casual or
superficial way; to dip a foot or hand
briefly into a liquid

4. personality tr__ts n. a particular feature of your nature

5. hu___e up money v. to cause someone to move quickly by
pushing them in a rough, aggressive
way

6. asp_____on into the lungs n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

7. Christmas ca__l n. a song or hymn typically sung at
Christmas, often with a joyful or
celebratory theme

8. hu___e on business v. to cause someone to move quickly by
pushing them in a rough, aggressive
way

9. mil_____al record adj. relating to a period of a thousand years
or the year 2000; (noun) a person born
between the early 1980s and the late
1990s, also called Generation Y

10. et__s of science n. the set of beliefs and attitudes that
belong to a particular community,
nation, ideology, or a person

ANSWERS: 1. ethos, 2. millionaire, 3. dabble, 4. trait, 5. hustle, 6. aspiration, 7. carol,
8. hustle, 9. millennial, 10. ethos
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11. become a mil______re n. a person who has material wealth that
is valued at more than a million dollars,
pounds, euros, etc.

12. da___e in a hobby v. to engage in an activity in a casual or
superficial way; to dip a foot or hand
briefly into a liquid

13. sing a ca__l n. a song or hymn typically sung at
Christmas, often with a joyful or
celebratory theme

14. no asp_____on for fame n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

15. op_____ne occasion adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

16. the mil_____al reign adj. relating to a period of a thousand years
or the year 2000; (noun) a person born
between the early 1980s and the late
1990s, also called Generation Y

17. chemical tr__t n. a particular feature of your nature

18. an op_____ne remark adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

ANSWERS: 11. millionaire, 12. dabble, 13. carol, 14. aspiration, 15. opportune, 16.
millennial, 17. trait, 18. opportune
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. I love the sound of ______ playing in the background while we decorate the
Christmas tree.

n. a song or hymn typically sung at Christmas, often with a joyful or celebratory
theme

2. The phone rang at the most _________ time.

adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

3. He has an __________ to become a doctor.

n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or process of drawing breath

4. The Internet ___________ was captivated by the artist's paintings.

n. a person who has material wealth that is valued at more than a million dollars,
pounds, euros, etc.

5. You must ______ and struggle on the court to win an acquittal.

v. to cause someone to move quickly by pushing them in a rough, aggressive way

6. Medical students need to acquire not only knowledge but also a professional
_____ of a doctor.

n. the set of beliefs and attitudes that belong to a particular community, nation,
ideology, or a person

7. They often ______ in new business ventures but only commit partially.

v. to engage in an activity in a casual or superficial way; to dip a foot or hand
briefly into a liquid

ANSWERS: 1. carols, 2. opportune, 3. aspiration, 4. millionaire, 5. hustle, 6. ethos, 7.
dabble
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8. Multiple genes may influence behavioral ______ concurrently.

n. a particular feature of your nature

9. Earth's ecosystems are greatly affected by ________________ changes in
climate.

adj. relating to a period of a thousand years or the year 2000; (noun) a person born
between the early 1980s and the late 1990s, also called Generation Y

ANSWERS: 8. traits, 9. millennial-scale
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